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The Hard Y ears. By Joe Brown. Victor Gollancz, London, 1967. Price 42s.

is a remarkable book by a remarkable man. As for the man, the
hard man, the climber, his achievements both in rock climbing and
mountaineering have been very great. In twenty years he has become a
legend.
It is possible that his achievements can be seen and valued even more
clearly by his immediate predecessors than by the present generation, to
whom he may appear to be just one of a considerable number of very good
climbers and mountaineers although admittedly primus inter pares if
only because he has been climbing at the highest standard much longer
than anyone else. As seen by a generation previous to his own Joe Brown's
achievements, especially his earlier ones before we got used to this
phenomenon (e.g. The Boulder on Clogwyn du'r Arddu and Cenotaph
Corner), amounted to one of those rare events in the history of climbing, a break-through into altogether higher levels of skill, technique
and boldness. Such breakthroughs were those for example of Herford
and Kirkus. In Brown's case the impact was perhaps even greater, in
that it was not confined to British rock, but helped to set new standards of
performance on the Chamonix Aiguilles and even further afield, on the
Muztagh Tower.
We of the preceding generation also have another ground for appreciating Joe Brown's feats because, like us, he was originally a nail climber,
using to begin with the technique of the long lead out with no runners
or other aids to safety. It may be that he is thought of by many people in
the climbing world as just one of these steeplejack types, a master of all
forms of artificial aid: but it is clear from his book that from the very
beginning he excelled as a free climber and only about midway through
his career did he begin to make use of and master the methods now used
on artificial climbs. It should be said that he has a reputation of being
strictly purist about making sure that all the pegs are removed as the climb
proceeeds and are not left littering it; nor at any stage in his career has he
made use of mechanical aids on rock which was capable of being climbed
free. He has demonstrated once again that the physical and mental
qualities needed to become a great rock climber can if the man has the
opportunity (of which Kirkus was thwarted) be applied successfully to
greater mountaineering.
As for the book, this is a really thrilling record of fantastic adventures,
incredible situations and hair-breadth escapes. Joe Brown has had far
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more than the proverbial nine lives .... In the dust jacket it is admitted
that the book has been written with two collaborators who no doubt
played a part in its general construction. But they have also succeeded
very well in coaxing or leading the author into some excellent and pithy
descriptions via a tape recorder, which bring out his very original
personality.
There is hardly a dull patch in this book from the climber's point of
view except perhaps for the interesting but rather off the beam dissertation into ancient history in the chapter containing the record of the cave
explorations in Persia and Arabia.
An inaccuracy is apparent on page 176, when Brown implies that the
Vibram rubber sole did not make its appearance until about 1955. They
came in much earlier than that, in fact I myself brought a pair back from
Arolla in 1947. But however that may be, this reference to the incoming
of Vibrams leads on to a most interesting dissertation on how difficult it
was found by Joe Brown, a nail climber, to adjust himself to this new form
of footgear. This gives another point of contact with the previous generation because we too had great difficulty in mastering the Vibram in fact
some of us never did whereas probably many of Joe Brown's contemporaries and most of the present generation have never climbed in nails at
all and so cannot know what fun was had when nail climbers had to
learn to use Vibrams.
The author gives an interesting picture of the personalities and attitudes of the members of the Rock and Ice Club in its early days (as the
Valkyrie Club), the small group of hard men with whom for several of his
early years most of his climbing was done. A very unconventional and
gloriously ad hoc organisation it must have been then. It included Don
Whillans, whose career has closely parallelled Joe's own and to whom
many generous tributes are made in this book. It is rather a pity that in
contrast there are a number of slighting references to the inadequacies or
misfortunes of less gifted climbers.
There are some pretty good illustrations, particularly of Clogwyn du'r
Arddu, but it might have been better to have had more of climbs done by
the author than of persons.
This book should surely sell well, perhaps especially to that surprisingly large non-climbing public who read books about climbing and
it well deserves success.
•

A. B.

HARGREAVES •

Guide Aspiring. By Frank Alack. Pp. 229. Illustrations. Oswald Seely (New
Zealand) Ltd., Auckland. 1966. Price 27s. 6d.

ALACK, born like Conrad Kain in the Tyrol, is the first N .z.
mountain guide to have produced a book about his adventures during a
very active career in the Southern Alps, which extended from 1925 into
FRANK
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the late thirties. His book is valuable as a record of a period which has
gone beyond recall. He is a typical representative of the second generation of N.Z. guides, starting roughly with Frank Milne and ending with
Harry Ayres, who all maintained the Graham tradition of magnificent
ice-craft. This is no longer needed; twelve-point crampons and a
profusion of ice-pitons have superseded it.
A man of great charm, immense strength and equal enthusiasm for
the mountains, after some years on the staff at the Hermitage he transferred to Waiho, then to the Fox, and finally set up as a private guide
whose services were in great demand. For his book he has selected a
number of incidents in his varied career, which left a profound impression
upon him at the time. Written long after the events, it suffers to some
extent from a regrettable inaccuracy about names and a vagueness about
localities, where more precision would have been welcome to readers
who know the district well.
But he has many interesting tales to tell and he tells them well. He is
fond of hair-breadth escapes and miraculous deliveries from peril, and
as in the reminiscences of Klucker and Conrad Kain some of his best
stories concern the misfits of both sexes, the boastful incompetent male,
the aggressive female, who from time to time plague the life of every
popular guide.
The book will give much pleasure to Frank's many friends and
admirers. The style is easy, the print excellent and the title superb.

H. E. L.

PORTER.

The Last Flowers on Earth. By Rodney Hallworth. Pp. 167. Illustrated.
Angley Book Co. Ltd., Maidstone, Kent, 1967. Price 21s.

THIS book, by the ex chief crime reporter of the Daily Mail and later
crime reporter of the Daily Express, is about the trials and tribulations
of the Royal Naval East Greenland Expedition, 1966.1 The first of
these trials occurred shortly before the expedition left England when
Thomas, the organiser, had a minor slip at Sennen, broke a bone, and
was prevented from leading the expedition.
On p. 17 the author writes: 'Had he (Thomas) been able to lead the
expedition would some of the men have died ? Would he have been one
of them ? Would his very presence have intercepted a chain of accidents
which led to funerals ?' These questions run as undertones through
much of the book, and the actions of Stocken, the leader in the field,
are frequently questioned, but the reader is unlikely to arrive at a
balanced answer. The diaries of two members are frequently quoted but
the extracts seem to have been chosen for their outspoken or dramatic
quality rather than to help the reader understand what happened. I
1

A.J. 72. 29, 212.
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found it impossible to discover what the expedition actually did or how
the arrangements with the Imperial College Expedition, on which the
fortunes of the avy expedition hinged, vvere implemented. It is not
until the expedition is almost over and Stocken is dead that Stocken's
last letter to Thomas is quoted and it is possible to gain a fairly clear
picture.
Not one single ascent is described, the photographs are mediocre and
the map which has no legend is unhelpful. It is a pity that this book has
not recorded the considerable achievements of this expedition in a more
\Vorthy form.
F. R. BROOKE.
European Alpine Flowers in Colour. By T. P. Barneby. 235 pp. 576 illustrations
in colour, 2 line diagrams, 2 maps. Index. Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd.,
1967. Price 7os.

THIS is a handsome book and one to give much pleasure to the mountaineer who finds delight in alpine flowers. The author states that the purpose
of the book is to help those \vho are not trained botanists to identify as
many flovrers as possible and this purpose is served admirably both by the
very many colour photographs and by the text. But it also displays to
good advantage much of the elegance and beauty of those plants which
have adapted themselves to the hard environment of the alpine regions.
It is remarkable in the range and quality of the illustrations reproduced
from the author's own photographs taken on site. If some fall short of
his own high standard this is forgivable and scarcely surprising in view
of the large number of plants illustrated, although occasionally, as in
Rubus saxat£lis, attention is drawn more to extraneous features than to the
plant in question. The printer has not always done justice to the photographs and the choice of paper for the plates is not very happy some
of the illustrations are better printed on the glossy paper of the wrapper
(e.g. Dianthus neglectus).
Although the book is intended primarily for those not botanically
minded, it will find a place on the shelves of many professional botanists
because of its excellence of illustration. The species included are those
which are the most showy, fairly full coverage being given to genera such
as Canzpanula, Gent£ana, and Saxzfraga. On the other hand grasses, sedges
and rushes are not mentioned at all, nor will the botanist find treatment
of 'critical' taxa. The partial keys included for certain groups will aid
identification at specific level; the descriptions mostly refer to the general
appearance and soil preferences of the plants. The nomenclature is in
line with that of many European Floras, although in some instances the
authority is incompletely cited. Commonly used synonyms are given,
but some have an artificial ring.
Altogether a beautiful and informative book.
F. SOLARI (With assistance from A.

J. WILLIS,

D.Sc.)
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Alpinisnzo ltaliatzo Extraeuropeo. By Mario Fantin. Pp. 134· Illustrations.
Tamari Editori, Bologna, 1967. Price L2700.

IN this book we find statistical records of the expeditions abroad carried
out by mountaineers of Italian nationality. The first enterprise of this
kind seems to have been that of Federico Craveri, \vho ascended a high
Mexican volcano in I 8 55 ; the last expeditions on record are the several
ascents of Peruvian volcanoes by Franco Zadra, in late I 967. The most
interesting part of the book is found in the chapter' Cronologie Regionali ',
in which are listed and described all Italian expeditions abroad. There
are forty-six plates, very well chosen and reproduced; few of them have
appeared in other books or in journals.
EvELIO EcHEVARRfA.
New Essential First Aid. By A. W. Gardner and P. J. Roylance. Pp. 176.
Diagrams. Pan Books, London, 1967. Price 3s. 6d.

IN this new manual on first aid emphasis is laid on the practical and
essential.
No attempt is made to impart unnecessary knowledge, and life-saving,
speed and common sense in the management of patients are stressed.
Individual ability is all important in carrying out first aid and the knowledge available in this book will equip the layman without confusing him.
For mountaineers there is a timely note on 'Wet-cold exposure'.
All who climb should know the basic facts set down in this book.

M. P.

WARD.

Dare tne to the D esert. By G. \V. Murray. Pp. 214. Illustrations. George
Allen & Unwin, Ltd., London, 1967. Price 42s.

G. W. MuRRAY's obituary notice (A.J. 7I. 348) directs attention to his
remarkable services to the Survey of Egypt from 1907 to 1951. This
book, utilising (in part) articles that have appeared in the Geographical
Journal and elsewhere, covers numerous trips made during his journeys in
Sinai and Egypt. If there is little strictly mountaineering in the book, it
contains much of interest in respect of travel in deserts and among the
mountains to be found there.
T.S.B.
Instructions in Mountaineering. By Anthony Greenbank. (The Brompton
Library.) Pp. 125. Illustrations. Museum Press, London, 1967. Price
17s. 6d.

THE author, who has been an instructor at Outward Bound chools in
Britain and America, treats his subject by taking each piece of climbing
equipment in turn and describing it and the mountaineering activities
connected \Vith it. Thus, the chapter 'Ice Axe' includes not only the
use of the axe itself, but types of snow slopes, the kicking of steps,
glissading, and so on crampons are treated in a chapter to themselves.
Throughout, he draws on a wealth of practical experience to illustrate
the points he is driving home.
T.S.B.

